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samsung does not have a customer service hotline. samsung provides customer support through the channels mentioned here. we'd recommend contacting them via e-mail. if you don't get an answer, write us at customercare@expressvpn.com. most of the vpns in this
category do not work with the samsung fast gsm agere 1002. expressvpn is the only one that offers the speed, security, and simplicity you need to enjoy a full-blown internet connection. while the usb-c specification does not define any power levels, usb-if does. they range

from 5w to 15w. this is not a fast-charging standard. and most devices dont use the full 15w. there is a 25w usb-c spec. but that isnt usually used. its normally reserved for laptop adapters. and few adapters support it. usb a male connectors are one of the most common
connectors in the world. usb a connectors are 100% backwards compatible with usb 1.0 and usb 1.1. usb 2.0 connectors will not work with usb 1.0 or 1. and usb 2. usb 3.0 and gen 2 male connectors will not work with usb 1. they do, however, support usb 2.0 and usb 3.0.

gen 2 connectors support usb 2. and its backwards compatible with usb 1.1 gen 1 connectors are backwards compatible with usb 2.1 gen 2 connectors support usb 3.0 and are backwards compatible with usb 1. so many usb connectors and their technologies will still work for
a long time. some will be replaced with faster ones. but if your usb a male connector works with usb 1.1, it will work for a long time. samsung fast gsm agere 1002 is the first product that supports the usb-c power delivery (pd) standard. usb-c pd is an open standard created

alongside usb-c and maintained by the usb implementers forum. it allows for 15-100w power output, providing power for everything from a phone to a large gaming laptop. the charger supports 2.4a.
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